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Abstrat: Congestion on the Internet is an old problem but still a subjet of intensive researh. The
TCP protool with its AIMD (Additive Inrease and Multipliative Derease) behavior hides very hallenging
problems; one of them is to understand the interation between a large number of users with delayed feedbak.
This artile will fous on two modeling issues of TCP whih appeared to be important to takle onrete
senarios when implementing the model proposed in [7℄; rstly the modeling of the maximum TCP window size:
this maximum an be reahed quikly in many pratial ases; seondly the delay struture: the usual Little-like
formula behaves really poorly when queuing delays are variable, and may hange dramatially the evolution
of the predited queue size, whih makes it useless to study drop-tail or RED (Random Early Detetion)
mehanisms.
Within proposed TCP modeling improvements, we are enabled to look at a onrete example where RED
should be used in FIFO routers instead of letting the default drop-tail happen. We study mathematially xed
points of the window size distribution and loal stability of RED. An interesting ase is when RED operates at
the limit when the ongestion starts, it avoids unwanted loss of bandwidth and delay variations.
Key-words: TCP, AQM, drop-tail, RED, ongestion
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Résumé : Le ontrle de ongestion dans Internet est depuis longtemps le sujet de reherhes poussées.
Le protoole TCP ave son omportement AIMD (pour aroissements linéaire, déroissane multipliative en
anglais) ahe des problèmes exessivement ompliqués. L'un d'entre eux est de omprendre l'interation entre
de nombreux utilisateurs ave un délai de réponse du système.
Ce rapport va se foaliser sur deux points dans la modélisation de TCP. Ces points sont apparus important
lorsque nous avons voulu onfronter à des sénarii onrets le modèle proposé dans [7℄; Tout d'abord la
modélisation de la fenêtre maximale de TCP: ette valeur peur être atteinte très failement dans la pratique;
ensuite, la struture des délais: la formule type Little habituellement employée donne des résultats loin de la
réalité quand les délais sont variables. Cette hypothèse de modélisation a un impat important sur la taille
prédite de la le d'attente e qui rend vaines les tentatives de omparaison entre les méanismes drop-tail et
RED.
Grâe à es améliorations apportées au modèle, nous sommes apables dans un as préis d'étudier omment
paramétrer RED dans des routeurs FIFO pour qu'il améliore les performanes par rapport au as par défaut
de drop-tail. Nous étudions mathématiquement les points xes et la distribution de la taille des fenêtres et la
stabilité loale de RED. Un as intéressant est quand RED se trouve dans son domaine de fontionnement au
début de la ongestion, il évite une mauvaise utilisation de la bande passante et des variations dans les délais.
Mots-lés : TCP, AQM, drop-tail, RED, ongestion
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1 Introdution
1.1 TCP router ontrol issue
TCP ahieves a distributed ongestion ontrol of the Internet. This artile proves a usable losed formula RED
stability. RED (Random Early Detetion) was introdued by Floyd in [14℄; it is to be deployed at a router to
send ongestion information to TCP Reno end users. The idea behind RED is that the rst sign of ongestion
is when the router queue starts to be used more than to buer normal tra utuations; then the buer gets
full and the drop-tail mehanism destroys pakets arriving without any room left in the queue to t in.
Drop-tail leads to two issues: rstly, the queue size osillations provoke delay jitters - this has detrimental
eets for appliations using TCP for realtime ontent - seondly, drop-tail synhronizes soures, resulting in
bandwidth under-utilization of the ongested link (this idea was rst introdued in [41℄ for TCP Tahoe). This
serves as leverage beause at the time bandwidth demand reahes apaity, the goodput diminishes by the
synhronization eet, worsening the starting ongestion (this assertion will be explained learly later).
These two main reasons explain the interest for RED and other AQM (Ative Queue Management) to deal
with TCP ongestion at the router level. RED often works in an admirable way, leading to redued queuing
delays, avoiding jitters and reahing optimal bandwidth utilization... but sometimes RED performs worse than
doing nothing at all (drop-tail). This is the reason why many system administrators are relutant to use RED
although it is deployed in almost every router of the Internet. This paper will show how to tune RED in a way
it is sometimes optimal and always better than drop-tail.
1.2 Our previous works and motivation
In [7,29℄ and [40℄ we investigated mean eld TCP modeling by ontinuing the uid TCP model introdued and
studied in [15,25,31℄. Despite the interesting results arising from the models, there were still some diulties in
understanding the original problem of tuning RED and omparing it aurately to drop-tail. Two points needed
to be addressed. Firstly, with the development of high speed aess, it beomes diult to suppose that TCP
always works within its ongestion avoidane mode in a AIMD manner. The size of pakets of the order of 1kB
makes the maximum TCP window size relatively small (most ommon paket size is around 1.4kB). We shall
say Wmax = 64 pakets even if the reeiver does not impose any reeption window limitation. This fat is due
to the oding of the window size on 16 bits addressing window by Bytes (216B = 64kB).
Seondly, another limiting modeling assumption is a fat notied by Hong in [16℄: when the queue is not
empty, aknowledgements arrive obviously at the ongested router bandwidth. This remark is ruial beause
TCP dynami is very sensitive to the delayed feedbak.
1.3 Outline
Setion 2 explains and denes our model; then we study the steady state window distribution with a maximal
window size in setion 3. Next step onsists in seeking a stability region for the RED algorithm, whih is done
in setion 4. We nish with showing simulation results on a onrete example in setion 5. This last example
shows how to use previous results to ongure RED in a router in order to avoid ollapse at the early stages of
ongestion.
1.4 New results
Whereas modeling Wmax and ACK bandwidth are not new ideas (see [34℄ and [16℄), adapting them in mean
eld equations to obtain aurate evolution equations together with the window distribution onstitutes a step
forward. The steady state solution for the window distribution taking into aount the Wmax phenomenon in
setion 3 is an extension of [7℄ whih is important from a pratial point of view. In setion 4, the stability result
obtained for RED with theorem 4 is a very simple losed formula. Finally the example in setion 5 explains how
RED should be tuned to inrease router eieny, this is an important result beause, as we said, the suggested
tuning an be applied without any hardware modiation in almost every router by enabling RED.
2 Model and equations
A number N , relatively large, of users share a ommon bottlenek router (gure 1 to see the modeled net-
work topology). We an onsider the histogram of users' ongestion window sizes; in [29℄, we saw that this
INRIA
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histogram onverges "gently" to a deterministi window distribution as N tends to innity. In [7℄, we studied
this asymptoti distribution whih satises a partial dierential equation the results were appliable even for
small numbers (N = 25 for RED, and N = 10 for a drop-tail). Hereinafter we adapt the partial dierential
equations rst presented in [7℄; this is done in a way we ould prove the mean eld limit as we did in [29℄, but
we shall not enter in suh developments in this artile.
Queue, 235 packets
User 1, W1
User 2, W2
…
User N, WN
1Gb/s, 
4 ms
100 Mb/s, 
1 ms
TCP sink
1 ms
1 ms
Figure 1: Modeled topology and simulated senario, N is variable.
2.1 Evolution of ongestion window sizes
Imagine users have a notiation of losses of the form κ(t) in proportion of the inoming aknowledgement ow.
Denote by A(t) a funtion indiating the ow evolution of windows (for example A(t) = 1rtt(t) in usual TCP
models). The question of delays and how the funtions A and κ evolve ome later in the artile; these questions
are not relevant to study the intrinsi user ongestion window size evolution. Then, the distribution of window
sizes is of the form
D(t, w) = p(t, w)dw +M(t)δWmax .
Whih leads to two equations, the PDE:
1
A(t)
∂p
∂t
(t, w) +
∂p
∂w
(t, w) = (1)
κ(t)
(
4wp(t, 2w)χw<Wmax/2 − wp(t, w)χw<Wmax
)
+ δWmax
2
M(t)κ(t)Wmax
and
1
A(t)
dM
dt
(t) = p(t,Wmax)−M(t)κ(t)Wmax. (2)
Intuitively, the oeient A(t) is the inoming bandwidth; when it is small, the window sizes have a slow
reation, when it is large, they reat in a faster way. The oeients χw<Wmax only indiate that the window
size annot be larger than Wmax. When no loss ours, the oeient
∂p
∂w (t, w) indiates that the window size
inreases linearly. When losses arise, the oeient κ enables −κw(p(w)), whih means that a ertain proportion
of users that were at window w hange to another value of the window size; it also enables 4κwp(t, 2w), whih
means that users that were at window 2w and 2w + 1 (or 2w − 1) move to window w.
2.2 Delay in the system
2.2.1 Limits of Little-like formula
As notied in [16℄ and in [40℄, the Little-like approximation made in usual TCP models (for example [7,15,35℄)
laks realism and strongly limits the way models an explain reality. This approximation onsists in saying
that at time t, the bandwidth B(t) of a user is related to the RTT, R(t) (Round-Trip Time) and its ongestion
RR n° 0123456789
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window sizeW (t) and by B(t) = W (t)/R(t). If the RTT is almost onstant (for instane lose to the propagation
delay), it is a rather aeptable simpliation, whereas when R(t) is variable, the model an lead to unaeptable
onsequenes: it is easy to understand that when one wants to study the stability of RED (with a non empty
queue), saying B(t) = W (t)/R(t) or B(t) is onstant entails dierent onlusions.
2.2.2 How to improve delay model
The idea omes from [8℄ where a simple delay line is introdued to study the limit behavior (when the bandwidth
tends to innity) of one user implementing MulTCP or salable TCP ( [12,20,21℄). Although the use of a delay
line ompliates equations, the model is still easy to simulate. Furthermore loal stability of xed points an
be studied mathematially. Here we will adapt delay line modeling to large number of TCP Reno users.
2.2.3 Delay equations
Delay and queue size Let us introdue Q(t) the queue size mesured in seonds, the router is supposed FIFO
(in other words, Q(t) is the queuing delay). Denote by K(t), the destrution probability for a paket entering
the queue; all Bi(t) the inoming bandwidth to the queue and Bo(t) the outgoing bandwidth, saled by the
number of users. C is the router apaity per user. Then:
Bo(t) =
{
min(C,Bi(t)) if Q(t) = 0
C else.
(3)
RTT Call R(t) = T + Q(τ(t)), the RTT virtually written by the queue on paket arriving the router τ(t).
This paket beomes an ACK that generates new pakets where the value is opied. By denition we say that
this value omes bak at the router router at time t, Whih makes t = τ(t) +R(t) leading to the relation:
R(t) = T +Q(t−R(t)). (4)
We disussed in [7℄ the fat that this impliit equation an also be written: R(t+ T +Q(t)) = T +Q(t), whih
does not raise any denition issues and is easier for numerial omputations.
Advane A(t) of window sizes The window size approximately inreases by one everyW (t) arrived pakets.
The inoming bandwidth for a given user is the probability that the paket is one of his multiplied by the total
bandwidth:
Wj(t−R(t))∑N
i Wi(t−R(t))
Bo(t− T ).
In fat we want to ompute the advane of window size, whih means that destroyed non-arriving pakets
arry information. Thus the modied ACK bandwidth is:
1
1−K(t−R(t))
Wj(t−R(t))∑N
i Wi(t−R(t))
Bo(t− T ).
The fator of advane we shall use in window sizes evolution equations is:
A(t) =
1
1−K(t−R(t))
1
F (t−R(t))Bo(t− T ), (5)
where F (t) = 1N
∑
iWi(t) =
∫
wp(t, w)dw represents the number of pakets on-the-ight.
Loss rate indiator It is given by:
κ(t) = K(t−R(t)). (6)
2.2.4 Bandwidth evolution when rossing the reeiving user
To go full irle
1
we need to say what is the value of the bandwidth Bi(t) knowing the window size evolutions
and the ACK bandwidth Bo(t). The evolution of this number only omes from new pakets being sent or ACK
being reeived (ounting as ACK the indiation of a lost paket); thus:
dF
dt
(t) = Bi(t)− 1
1−K(t−R(t))Bo(t− T ). (7)
1
AKA: give the last equation
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2.2.5 Generation of losses
We will suppose that losses are generated by some AQM (Ative Queue Management), or by letting the drop-tail
mehanism work. The equations are (reall that Q is given is seonds):
dQ
dt
= Bi(t)(1 −K(t))−Bo(t) (8)
and K(t) = f(Bi, Q).
In the drop-tail ase, for example, K(t) = Bi(t)−Bo(t)Bi(t) χQ(t)=Qmax . For RED, with a loss funtion f(Q˜) and
an averaging oeient wq, K(t) = f(λ
∫ t
−∞ e
λ(s−t)Q(s)ds) with λ = −NBi log(1 − wq). Hereinafter we shall
suppose the router uses RED with λ very large whih means that
K(t) = f(Q(t)). (9)
To ahieve this we shall say in the following that wq = 1, but a weaker assumption is that λ >> 1, whih would
allow us to set wq as so to admit bursts of pakets without any losses when the total bandwidth is relatively
large (see [14℄).
The model is ompletely speied by equations (1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9) and we an now analyse stability. We rst
nd xed points with a onstant loss indiation, then we study the stability of these points supposing the use
of a RED mehanism.
3 Fixed point
To study xed points it is suient to study xed points for window sizes. Other onditions follow immediately
in paragraph 3.4.
3.1 Fixed point equations
Eliminating t in equations (1) and (2) leads us to onsider a distribution of window sizes of the form:
D(w) = p(w)dw +MδWmax ,
with the two equations:
p′(w) = 4kwp(2w)χw<Wmax/2 − kwp(w)χw<Wmax (10)
+MkWmaxδWmax
2
,
and
MkWmax = p(Wmax). (11)
The graphial representation of the solution found by MAPLE an be seen on gure 2.
3.2 Fixed point resolution
Theorem 1 The solutions of the system (10,11) on
[
Wmax
2n+1 ,
Wmax
2n
]
are:
p(w) =
n∑
i=0
ani e
−4i kw2
2 ,
where for n ≥ 1:
an0 = a
n−1
0 +MkWmax
4n∏n
i=1 (4
i − 1)e
− 1
4n
kW
2
max
2
and if i > 0: ani =
4i∏
i
l=1
(1−4l)a
n−i
0 . One and only one solution is positive with integral 1.
Given the formula, the theorem is simply veried by replaing the andidate solution in the equations. To
see the intuition behind let us see the rst two iterations.
RR n° 0123456789
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0,03
0,02
0
0,025
0,015
4030 605010
w
0
0,01
0,005
20
Figure 2: p(w) for Wmax = 64, with the onstant drop probability 0.15%, the mass at Wmax is approximately
3.3%.
3.2.1 First iteration
For w ∈ [Wmax2 ,Wmax],
p′(w) = −kwp(w),
thus p(w) = a00e
−kw2
2
. The limit ondition says that p(Wmax) = a
0
0e
− kW
2
max
2 = MkWmax whih entails:
a00 = MkWmaxe
kW
2
max
2 .
3.2.2 Seond iteration
For w ∈ [Wmax4 , Wmax2 ],
p′(w) = −kwp(w) + 4kwa00e−4
kw
2
2 .
INRIA
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By standard tehniques we nd the solution p(w) = a01e
− kw2
2 − 43a00e−4
kw
2
2
, whih means that a11 := − 43a00. The
limit ondition determines a10 by saying that p
(
Wmax
2
+
)
= p
(
Wmax
2
−)
+MkWmax, ie:
a00e
− 1
4
kW
2
max
2 = a01e
− 1
4
kW
2
max
2 − 4
3
a00e
− kW
2
max
2 +MkWmax,
giving the good value to take for a01: a
0
1 := a
0
0 +MkWmax
1
4−1e
− 1
4
kW
2
max
2
.
3.3 Normalization
3.3.1 Regularity properties
We know a priori that for a well hosen value of the parameter M , D is a probability. In this setion, we show
a little more by saying that the density part p is ontinuous and has a 0 limit at w = 0.
Notie that by integrating the EDO (10) on [w,Wmax + 1] we obtain
p(w) − 0 =
∫ 2w
w
kvD(v). (12)
We saw the solution on
[
Wmax
2 ,Wmax
]
whih in partiular is positive, thus p annot reah 0 for positive values
of w (we already knew this by the fat that D has to be a probability). By onstrution p is ontinuous on(
0, Wmax2
)
, thus bounded on ompat sets. Look at the expliit form of p we have just alulated. It is always
series bounded by:
∞∑
n=1
4i∏i
k=1 4
i − 1
|an0 | ≤ sup
k
∣∣ak0∣∣ ∞∑
n=1
4i∏i
k=1 4
i − 1
≤ MWmax
( ∞∑
n=1
4i∏i
k=1 4
i − 1
)2
.
And the last series is onvergent beause its general term is equivalent to 4−i(i−3)/2.
Now use the boundedness of p in the equation (12) when w is lose to 0:
|p(w)| =
∫ 2w
w
kvp(v) ≤ (2w)2k sup |p| ;
thus we see that p tends towards 0 at w = 0.
3.3.2 Computation of the integral
∫ Wmax
0
D(v) = M +
∞∑
n=0
∫ Wmax/2n
Wmax/2n+1
n∑
i=0
ani e
−4i kv2
2 dv
= M +
∞∑
n=0
n∑
i=0
ani
√
π
2k4i
×
(
erf(
√
4i−n
2
kWmax)
−erf(
√
4i−n
2× 4kWmax)
)
.
We already notied that p(w) −−−→
w→0
0, then it is not surprising that the previous sum onverges very quikly by
the onjugated eets of p being small and the size of the integration domain tending exponentially to 0. Then
a very interesting result from the pratial point of view is the proportion of users at Wmax funtion of the loss
rate whih is shown in gure 3. A rst order Taylor development of log(M) in k is immediate and:
Theorem 2
log(M) ∼ −1
2
kW 2max.
For instane see that the ase of gure 2 gives approximately M ≈ e−0.15%× 6422 = 4.6%, instead of the
exat value 3.3%. This is not a very aurate approximation, but it gives a good order of magnitude for a rst
approah, still, it is easy to ompute very good numerial values (see gure 4).
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Figure 3: log(M) (the mass at Wmax) funtion of the drop probability k for Wmax = 64.
3.4 Equilibrium values
Denote by (Bei , B
e
o ,K
e, Qe, Re) a set of equilibrium values with a non empty queue, then from equations (3),(4)
and (9): 

Beo = C
Re = T +Qe
Ke = F (Bi, Q
e).
(13)
At an equilibrium, the Little-like formula works (beause the delay Re is onstant) and:
Bei =
F e
Re
. (14)
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Figure 4: M (the mass at Wmax) funtion of the drop probability k for Wmax = 64.
Then the onservation equation (7) (or equation (8)) and the advane equation (5) give:
Bei =
C
1−Ke (15)
Ae =
1
Re
. (16)
This last equation shows us that in a steady state the funtion of advane A is the one that usually appears
in TCP models. We see that the equilibrium relations are of the same kind as those in [7℄.
An equivalent to the square root formula would be needed; obviously when Ke is not too small the square
root formula still applies (the Wmax limitation is negligible), but when it starts to inrease, the limitation on
the window size lowers the mean window size. Figure 5 illustrates this result; we an see there that the square
root formula is almost exat for Ke > 0.15%
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Figure 5: Mean window size F e in light olor ompared to the square root formula from [7℄ ut at Wmax:
min(Wmax,
1.31√
Ke
) in dark for Wmax = 64 and K
e
from 0 to 0.5%.
4 Stability analysis
4.1 A rst remark
Reall that F (t) is the number of pakets on the ight and let us all F2(t) :=
∑
w2D(w) the seond moment of
the probability D. Denote by a dot (˙) the derivative of funtion  with respet to the time t. Then ombining
equations (
∫
w w×(1) dw +Wmax (2)), we have:
1
A(t)
F˙ (t) = 1−M(t)− 1
2
K(t−R(t))F2(t), (17)
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whih leads to the equilibrium equation:
F e2 = 2
1−M
K
. (18)
4.2 Stability equations
We study the stability of the xed point (Bei , B
e
o ,K
e, Qe). We intend to study an equilibrium with a non-empty
queue, this implies Bo(t) = B
e
o = C.
The idea is to add a small perturbation of the form ∆w on the window sizes at t = 0 a time at whih a
xed point has been reahed. To simplify we suppose that the response is uniform and we denote it by ∆w(t);
the variations are trunated at the rst order. This simpliations entails that the variation of the on the ight
pakets number F (t) =
∑
wD(w) is ∆F (t) = ∆w(t).
The assumption on ∆w permits to write ∆F2(t) = 2F
e∆F ; then taking the variation at rst order in
equation (17) gives:
∆F˙ (t) =
{
Ae∆M(t)−AeKeF e∆F
− 12AeF e2∆K(t−Re).
(19)
This equation omes with the linearized version of (2):
∆M˙(t) =
{
Ae∆p(t,Wmax)−AeKeWmax∆M(t)
−AeM eWmax∆K(t−Re). (20)
From equation (7):
∆F˙ (t) = ∆Bi(t)− C
(1−Ke)2∆K(t−R
e). (21)
Equation (8) leads to:
C∆Q˙(t) = (1−Ke)∆Bi(t)−Bei∆K(t). (22)
Finally the instantaneous RED ontrol gives:
∆K(t) = ǫ∆Q(t). (23)
where ǫ is the slope of the RED ontrol funtion at the equilibrium point Qe. We suppose here that the averaging
fator wq is equal to 1 (whih means that we only onsider the instantaneous value of the queue to ompute
losses).
Notie that the variations of RTT only reate seond order terms; this is the reason why equation (4) does
not have to be used. This is the same for equation (5), beause the st term fators are always multiplied by
the seond term of the equations that have null equilibrium values.
4.3 Dierential equations with time delay
The equations (19), (20), (21), (22), (23) an be reorganized as a system of three delay dierential equations
on F , Q and M . The only problem is that ∆p(Wmax, t) is not well determined in the equation (19). We shall
make the further simplifying assumption that the term Ae∆p(t,Wmax) an be replaed by p
e(Wmax)∆w =
pe(Wmax)∆F (t), whih is intuitive sine when all windows are inreased by ∆w, the additional number of users
overtaking window Wmax is lose to the announed number if we say that the window distribution stays lose
to the equilibrium one at the rst order.
The standard mathematial method to nd the loal stability ondition with a linear delay dierential
equation is the following (see [9℄; this is an equivalent to the Bode diagrams approah). Find a solution of the
form λie
φt
where λi and φ are omplex numbers, linearize the exponential fator oming from the delayed terms
whih orresponds to the replaement of terms ∆X(t− r) by (1− rφ)∆X(t). We are led to one more unknown
than equations, hopefully one of the λ-s may be replaed by the value 1. Then solve the polynomial system to
nd φ. A neessary ondition for the system to be stable is that the real parts of all solutions are negative.
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Let us look for a solution of the form (∆F,∆M,∆Q) = (eφt, xeφt, yeφt). This leads us to (the equations are
divided by eφt and the expressions eφR
e
are linearized for φRe << 1):
Reφ = −KeF e − x− ǫ(1−M
e)
K
(1−Reφ)y (24)
Reφx = ReM eKeWmax −KeWmaxx
−M eWmaxǫ(1− Reφ)y (25)
Cφy = (1−Ke)φ− R
eCǫ
1−Keφy. (26)
From (26) and replaing using (14) and (15):
y =
1−Ke
C + ǫF e
. (27)
Then from (24) using (16):
−x = Reφ+KeF e + (1−M)ǫ
K
(1−Reφ)y. (28)
Putting everything in (25):
(Reφ+KeWmax) (−x) +ReM eKeWmax
−M eWmaxǫ(1−Reφ)y = 0. (29)
This is a seond degree equation of the form:
aφ2 + bφ+ c = 0, (30)
with:
a := (Re)2(1− 1−MeKe ǫy)
b := Re
[
KeF e + ǫyK (1−M e) +KeWmax
−KeWmax ǫyK (1−M e) +M eWmax
]
c := not needed.
Lemma 1 The following properties are fullled:
 a, b and c are real numbers,
 Suppose a > 0, then both solutions have negative real values if and only if b > 0.
Proof: The rst point is true by denition. The seond point is easy: if φ1 and φ2 are the roots of (30), then
φ1 + φ2 = − ba . The oeients are real, whih ensures that φ2 = φ¯1 (the onjugated omplex number), thus
φ1 + φ2 = 2Re(φ1), whih grants our point. 
Theorem 3 A suient ondition for RED with wq = 1 to be stable is:
ǫ <
KeC
1−M e . (31)
Proof: First look at b; let U = ǫyKe (1 −M e) > 0, then: bRe > 0 if and only if:
KeF e + U +KWmax(1 − U) +M eWmax > 0.
A suient ondition is that U < 1 but: ǫ < K
eC
1−Me ⇒ ǫ(1−M e)(1−K) < KeC, whih implies ǫ(1−M e)(1−K) <
KeC +KeǫF e, ie: U < 1.
a
(Re)2 = 1− U > 0 like we have just seen. Then Lemma 1 applies and gives the onlusion.
To nish the proof, we need to say something about the assumption φRe << 1. An aeptable ondition
would be that
b
2aR
e << 1 (we only hek the that the real part is small):
b
2a
Re =
1− U
KeF e + U +WmaxKe(1− U) +M eWmax .
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We see there that the RTT does not play an important role; this quantity is small if either KeWmax orM
eWmax
is large, whih means that is is always a good approximation. 
Remark that from the proof a weaker stability ondition for RED with wq = 1 is
1−Ke
Ke
ǫ
C + ǫF e
(1−M e) = U < 1.
Corollary 1 If Wmax =∞ (the approximation made in [7℄), then the stability ondition for RED with wq = 1
beomes in all the usual onditions
2
:
ǫ <
KC
1− α√K −K .
with α ≈ 1.310.
Proof: The proof would be the same without the seond equation on M . In that ase we found in [7℄ the exat
formula: F e = α√
K
(this is one example of the well-known TCP square root formula). All this diretly leads to:
1−Ke
Ke
ǫ
C + ǫ α√
K
< 1.
The onlusion is only a reorganization of this equation. 
We see that that the ondition ǫ < RC is a rule of the thumb valid in every ase. The last orollary will be
named theorem beause it is the most important result of the artile from a tehnial point of view.
Theorem 4 A universal stability ondition for RED is:
ǫ <
α2
(T +Qmax)Wmax
,
where α2 ≈ 1.7. For parameters T , Qmax = Maxth = βT , Minth = γT , and pmax with wq = 1, RED is stable
if:
pmax <
β − γ
β + 1
α2
Wmax
. (32)
Proof: Reall theorem 2 says that M e ∼ e− 12KeW 2max when Ke is lose to 0, then: ǫ < 2CW 2
max
is a stability
ondition; whih entails the result for Ke lose to 0, using the fat that the apaity for a user at the window
Wmax is exatly
Wmax
Re . For other values, the square root formula implies that
K
1−KC >
α2
(1−K)(Re)2C >
α2
RWmax
.
To onlude, add the fat that Re < T +Qmax and the denition of RED. 
5 Simulation results
The example we shall study is inspired by a real Internet provider onguration, it is illustrated by gure 1; the
mean eld simulator an be downloaded at [39℄. On a one giga-bit router in some part of the network the total
propagation delay for end users is 10ms. The router is ongured with a 2ms FIFO buer (whih is ve time
less than the usual delay bandwidth produt rule). The faed problem is a jitter felt by end users. The size of
pakets is supposed to be 1kB = 8192 bits and we shall say that the level 2 overhead is 40B; then the maximum
ongestion window size whih is 64kB orresponds to 64 pakets; the router apaity is 1.17e+5 pakets per
seond and the buer size orresponds to 235 pakets. We also suppose that end users have a limited apaity
at their aess so that the pakets do not arrive in bursts at the router (whih is an assumption of our loss
model); let us say that the limit is 100Mbits/s (and the buer size at the aess is unlimited).
In [40℄, we saw that 10 users an be onsidered to be a large number for the drop-tail. When soures are less
synhronized, the mean eld simulations are always aurate for 25 or more users. We an see this on gure 6
that the NS simulation of TCP Reno works lose to our model whih means that there are few timeouts and
slow starts and that AIMD is a good model for fast reovery/fast retransmit.
2
for K < 54% whih is a lot larger than the limits tolerated by TCP that turn around 8%
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Figure 6: Normalized queue size for 35 users with 1kB pakets on 1Gb/s link and drop-tail poliy (time is in
seonds, propagation delay 10 ms, maximum queuing delay 2ms). NS-2 is dotted and mean eld equations give
the solid line.
5.1 Results with drop-tail
5.1.1 Before ongestion happens
As an be seen in gure 7, for less than 19 users, the router apaity annot be reahed and the total throughput
per user stays at
Wmax
T ∗1024∗8bits≈ 52Mbits/swhih is the maximum possible with the onsidered propagation
delay and paket size TCP an allow. We see that from 20 to 22 users, the queue inreases steadily from 0 to
its maximal value, so the RTT inreases from 10ms to 12ms. Remark that a stable queue lose to its maximal
value is something that should be avoided beause it leaves too little room for utuations to be smoothed. For
23 and 24 users, the queue starts osillating, but the bandwidth still stays around its maximum.
5.1.2 The early ongestion phase
From 25 users, both NS-2 and the mean eld equations show an extremely bad behavior: the utilization drops
to 99% for NS-2. Then utilization drops to a worst utilization of 96% around 40 users, this an be explained
by an inreasing synhronization between users.
5.1.3 Strong ongestion phase
For more than 50 users, the utilization starts to inrease beause the mean window size dereases: although
the synhronization level is very high, with a small window, the additive inrease mehanism goes bak to a
maximal utilization quiker than with a larger window whih explains the link utilization improvement.
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Figure 7: Comparison between RED and DropTail for NS-2 and our mean eld equations. The network model
is the one of gure (1); RED parameters are those of paragraph 5.2.1.
5.2 Results with RED
5.2.1 Conguration
Suppose that Maxth = Qmax = T/5 and that Minth = 0.2 Maxth = .4ms = 47 pakets. The rule of the
thumb of theorem 4 gives a value of .36%, whih gives an insight of the value to take. We saw with NS and by
simulating the mean eld equations that .5% was also a working value whereas .75% was too high to ahieve a
stabilization in every ase (but leads to small osillations), whih explains our hoie: pmax := .5%.
Nothing hanges for less than 20 users beause the queue size stays below the minimum threshold of RED.
5.2.2 RED in its working regime
From 20 to 80 users, RED permits to have a steady state with a queue size going to its maximal value. From
21 to 70 users the queue size goes from 0 to 1ms, the seond half of the queue size is the stabilization region
between 71 and 80 users. This an be explained roughly by the square-root formula: the steady state value of
the loss rate is proportional to (TC)−2, when C diminishes, the loss rate inreases quadratially and so does
the queue size. This fat would advoate for an exponential shape of the loss rate funtion as indiated in [40℄.
5.2.3 RED working like a drop-tail
Then, in the ase 81, the simulation noise in NS makes the queue size touh the border and begin a drop-tail
like behavior. So does the mean eld simulator for 85 users. Then RED behaves like an improved version
of a drop-tail (for less than 130 users the queue never empties). Overall gure 7 shows that the bandwidth
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utilization always stays beyond 99.5%. In this state RED behaves better than drop-tail from the bandwidth
utilization point of view, but there is an osillation whih makes it a good hoie to take a small queue.
5.3 Inreasing the lateny
When one inreases the lateny, the relative value of Qmax dereases, meaning that even with the same syn-
hronization, the buer does not provide the same bandwidth insurane. Another eet has to be taken are
of: when the lateny inreases, the maximal bandwidth dereases, whih means that more users are needed
to reah the router apaity. When the lateny is inreased, the worst ase for drop-tail is still at the early
ongestion stage beause window sizes are huge. We saw that our RED onguration, even when not working
in the steady state domain, gives better results in terms of link utilization.
5.4 Mixing latenies
When latenies are mixed, as was previously observed in the literature, the equivalent lateny is the harmoni
mean of latenies, meaning that small latenies are preponderant in the onguration of a router. This fat is
intuitive beause the small lateny onnetions adapt to bandwidth hanges quiker, and if they are stabilized
by the ontroller, the set of other onnetions at exatly like one onstant bitrate user (even if eah one of
those onnetions sometimes divides its bandwidth by a fator 2). We also observed that when RED was not
ating in its steady state area, our RED onguration never ated in a worst way than drop-tail, whih is due
to the fat that pmax is not too large. The ase where RED would be worse than drop-tail would be for a too
large value of pmax where RED ats like a drop-tail at Minth whih means that a part of the buer is never
used.
6 Conlusion
We saw how to model aurately TCP and how to give an easy losed formula to tune RED. This lead us to
observe a bad news about the drop-tail: the worst ase for bandwidth utilization for a drop-tail is just after the
ongestion is reahed. This is illustrated in our example. We saw there how to use our framework to ongure
properly RED to obtain a situation where the ongestion an be supported without any loss of bandwidth for
a very long time and without any delay osillations. Then for extreme values, our onguration behaves not
worse than drop-tail whih is a good reason to use RED in a router. In an atual router users have multiple
latenies, we also said briey that if a suient number of low lateny onnetions are present, then RED leads
to a steady state.
7 Related Works
7.1 TCP modeling area
The problem of N onnetions sharing one bottlenek router has been extensively studied in past years. The
rst models were made by Ott and Al. in [11,27,30,32,33℄. Then some interesting studies belong to May, Bonald
and Bolot in [28℄ and Vinniombe in [42℄, but it appeared we owe the most promising approahes to Kelly and
Al. [19,26℄ with a utility maximization problem and to Gong, Hollot, Misra and Towsley in [15,25,31℄ with the
idea of introduing a uid equation supposed to model the aggregated behavior of many TCP soures. This last
approah motivated mathematial study of the mean eld interation to obtain aurate intrinsi equations of
what TCP is; namely it was the study of the AIMD TCP Reno behavior (ongestion avoidane [18℄).
The main works in the area are those by Tinnakornsrisuphap and Makowski [3436℄ with a disrete time
model simple yet very eient; Srikant and Al. [13, 23℄ with disrete time where TCP users have to ompete
against a white noise; Baelli, Hong and Al. [35,10, 17℄ with stohasti time steps, no buer but an optional
HTTP adaptation [2℄; and Baelli, MDonald and Reynier [7,29℄ whih is the model we adapted in this artile.
We believe our model is the most eient beause we were able to use ontinuous times whih really matters
due to the strong dependene of the problem on delay; our model expliitly uses the TCP mehanism and we
were able to deal with boundary eets whih made it possible to study both RED (or other AQM mehanisms)
and the drop-tail. We were also able to take into aount heterogeneous soures (see [29℄). This artile permits
to see one other advantage of our approah, it is easily adaptable to hanges in the TCP dynami or in the way
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TCP is modeled; for example in [40℄, we saw how to adapt it to intermittent TCP soures (to model HTTP
users behavior).
7.2 Control theory applied to TCP
Another branh of studies is the ontrol theoreti approah used in [15℄ we adapted here to nd stability
onditions for the time delayed equations we dealt with; for example, the same kind method was used by Kim
and Low in [22℄. The problem of these studies is that they usually rely on a little-like formula, whih leads to
poor results when trying to ompare to simulations: simulations show behaviors a lot nier than expeted. Here
we solved this issue and found a very simple losed formula that implies stability for RED (see theorem 4).
7.3 Buer sizing for IP routers
As notied by MKeown, Wishik and Al. in [1, 24, 37, 38, 43℄, the kind of saling we do in our model an
reate problems. In ore routers, slowly swithing from ATM to IP, very fast and expensive memory is needed,
and bandwidth optimization is not the rst goal. In that ase good overall performanes an be ahieved by
hoosing very small buers at the ost of a waste of bandwidth even before the ongestion level is reahed. We
did not intent to study highspeed ore routers in this artile. We are interested in some aess routers that are
not in the provider's bakbone. The bandwidth is limited and the number of links to upgrade make it diult
to over provision users' needs. Then, as we saw in the simulation setion, RED may be a solution to avoid the
leverage eet at the early stages of ongestion.
8 Further Works
Understanding exatly how to tune a router to avoid early ongestion eets for HTTP users is still a hallenge.
Even if the equations are relatively easy to write (see [40℄ or [6℄ for theory and the implementation in [39℄), from
a pratial point of view it is diult to obtain aurate results. This is beause of a high output dependene
on how users are modeled, and from their statistis. For instane, determining what is a "good" distribution of
le sizes or idle times between two downloads is not an easy task.
Another interesting task would be to obtain easy losed formulae for drop-tail metris suh as bandwidth
utilization.
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